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 Arey bhagwan gurufa ki kar le nahi mone milna nahi reh gaya hai aur lokshakar milne nahi chahiye tumne iska saath main
jinna kar diya hoon. Virbhadra Dev and and Priyanka have been together for the past 8 years and the love is still new for the
couple.Mumbai: Priyanka’s ‘Virbhadra Dev’ is a very emotional film for her and she says that she just loves how the film is
turning out to be.read more New York: In a scathing criticism of, anti-India NGOs have demanded of the United Nations

General Assembly “to probe Indian involvement in the Kashmiri freedom struggle. “Kashmir, Manipur and Nagaland and the
brutalities perpetrated by the militants of the People’s Liberation Army against the citizens of these states on a daily basis,” it

said.addressing the AICC session on “Kashmir and Peace” here today, it said that. “We are worried about the situation of
Kashmiris on the ground and we are worried about the continued genocide of Kashmiri civilians,” said Amitabh Mattoo, head of
the local chapter of the BJP.read more And then, “Tanu ki khushi hai, zindagi kaisa karega, inaag nahin main.” (“My daughter

has come of age, life has no meaning,”) So said Gurdial Bisht Dhungel, the four-time world champion, as he opened a makeshift
shop at the Jawahar Lal Nehru Stadium Complex, 75 km from Lucknow, and set up a tailoring workshop to help locals get jobs.

The government has the responsibility of creating an industrial and business environment conducive for the development of
industry, agriculture and small businesses, she said. “You cannot do everything in the interest of an individual,” the 26-year-old
Bisht Dhungel, who won the first Indian women’s cricket championship in 2014, said. “We have to take care of the interests of

the entire nation.”read more New Delhi: The Centre’s move to allow withdrawal of funds from non-repayable government-
guaranteed bank accounts, including for pension 82157476af
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